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Lo'Zhi:~Shan~. Do you know anything about Ming Si's past? Shan: I do know. Lo'Zhi:~I didn't understand.~ Shan: Ming Si's family has been in this area for a long time. When I first met him, he had two names. Lo'Zhi:~His parents gave him one after he was adopted.~ Shan: Yes. But we know that Ming Si's real name is Si Jin Cheng. Lo'Zhi:~And that's not his adoptive name.~ Shan: Yes. That's why I was wondering why
he would choose the name Ming Si. Lo'Zhi:~He might have been looking for a man who looked like him.~ Shan: Exactly. But his parents were not here to tell me. Lo'Zhi:~And he's also the only Ming Si I know of.~ Shan: Yes. And there's also something that can't be ignored. Lo'Zhi:~What's that?~ Shan: I don't know who his father is. But he's also not Ming Si's real family. Lo'Zhi:~So, his family was part of a clan?~

Shan: Yes. At one time, they were in a rival clan to Ming Si's. It seems as if they decided to separate themselves and move to a new place. Lo'Zhi:~Is there a reason why his father is not here?~ Shan: Well, it's hard to say. It's possible that the war over Ming Si's family was the reason for the separation. Lo'Zhi:~That makes no sense.~ Shan: Yes. Anyway, let me tell you a little bit about Ming Si. Lo'Zhi:~Shan, I'm curious
too.~ Shan: I'm also curious. Shan: Well, he's not like most people. I guess it's because he's from a family with three senior members. Lo'Zhi:~He's a senior member?~ Shan: Yes. He's a senior scholar. He's also well-versed in history. Lo'Zhi:~That's really surprising, since his first name sounds like Ming.~ Shan: Yes. Lo'Z
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The other day, I was browsing through the net with some friends when a story popped up which was about a woman who went searching for her boyfriend who she has lost in the Meteormore... Chapter 1： Everything She Had Was Suddenly Gone Shan Cai, freed from his sleep, seemed to have returned to his native state and was ready to do anything for the sole purpose of seeking revenge on Dao Ming Si. After waking
up, he hurriedly went straight to the dining area and gulped down some water on his way to the site of the incident. He then hurriedly dressed himself and started looking for any telltale signs. After an hour of searching, he got a glimmer of hope when he found some indications of the scene. He then hurriedly went back to the department to inform a few of his colleagues who would join him in the pursuit. As expected,
their efforts to rescue Dao Ming Si were also a complete failure. But what made them all furious was when they arrived at the scene, they found that Dao Ming Si had been stuffed into the trunk of a car. Towards the end of their search, they did manage to find a trunk, but the contents in the trunk were not those that the girl had been wearing. They were not convinced whether it was the same girl at all. They also did not
want to bring any unnecessary trouble to the police. After a full day of searching, there was still no sign of Dao Ming Si. And the various places they visited included the only city in the area that had a hospital with a morgue. After giving it a thorough search, they could not find any shrine that was related to ancient gods, or even anything that had been buried in ancient times. It was then that they realised that the girl
might have run away from the scene. They could not also find any trace of the car in which she had been stuffed into. To end the day, they returned to the place where the morgue was and gave it a good thorough search. After 4bc0debe42
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